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Connacht’s Historic Heartlands Tourism Project 

By Daniel Curley, Manager, Rathcroghan Visitor Centre 

Proposal 

The scaffolded development of an integrated brand and multi-layered immersive tourism 
experience, bringing the uniquely preserved heritage resource which survives in mid-Roscommon to 
the domestic and overseas visitor. 

The resource 

The entire county of Roscommon, and particularly the mid-Roscommon area, possesses substantial 
heritage resources, which, if suitably presented and promoted, could provide considerable economic 
and social benefit to the county, both directly and indirectly, into the future. Chief among the 
examples of historic interest in this discrete area are the archaeological monuments and 
architectural remains that have been constructed by our prehistoric and medieval ancestors in this 
region, as follows: 

- The Rathcroghan archaeological landscape 
- Roscommon Castle and Loughnaneane 
- Roscommon Dominican Priory 
- Ballintober Castle 
- Tulsk Fort 
- St. Mary’s Dominican Priory, Tulsk 
- Ogulla Well 
- The La Tene inscribed stone at Castlestrange 
- Oran Round Tower 
- Ardakillin Lough and Cloonfinlough, and their crannóga 
- The Ard Caoin ridge, with the O’Conor inauguration site of Carnfree 
- Cloonfree moated site 

And much more.  

These resources are in various states of accessibility, development, and levels of interpretation and 
promotion. The task of this tourism project would be to develop a consistent level of offerings, from 
short visits, to full-day or overnight experiences, through to a multi-day visit to the area. More than 
this, the current and future offerings should be developed in a manner that appeals to multiple 
demographics, and be able to support a broad range of suppliers and businesses. 

The rationale 

The outlined heritage attractions are located in or close to either the market town of Roscommon, 
or one or more small rural villages, and directing footfall through these areas would provide multiple 
economic opportunities to existing and new small businesses. Many of these rural villages and their 
hinterlands are categorised as economically below average or disadvantaged on the Pobal 
Deprivation Index https://maps.pobal.ie/WebApps/DeprivationIndices/index.html, and a sustainable 
economic generator can be of considerable benefit to the futures of these rural areas. 

There are a number of challenges to this area in the coming years. Some of these are commonplace 
in rural Ireland: 

- Declining farm incomes 



- Low take up of landholdings by the next generation 
- ‘Brain-drain’ of the younger generations from the region 
- Commuter populations 

While others are regionally-specific: 

- The downgrading and redirection of the N5 national road, removing traffic from the villages 
along the route 

- Planning permission restrictions and particular limitations on farming practices in the 
Rathcroghan archaeological landscape 

However, this proposal would seek to build on the foundations already established by a number of 
initiatives that have been driven by the local communities, despite limited resources.  

- Rathcroghan Visitor Centre, the community-run social enterprise which is acting as the  
tourism interpretive experience and resource hub for the internationally-significant 
Rathcroghan Archaeological Landscape, and has been operating in this environment for the 
past 20 years. 

- The Farming Rathcroghan European Innovation Partnership project, which was successfully 
funded in 2018 in order to improve farmer livelihoods while preserving and enhancing the 
state of the archaeological landscape of Rathcroghan. 

- The Castles in Communities Archaeological Fieldschool, which has successfully brought a 
substantial annual cohort of international students to the village of Ballintober, in order to 
explore the archaeology of the castle and village for one month each summer, providing 
significant revenue to the local area, as well as creating an extremely positive social 
environment for both the visitors and the hosts. 

The successes of these individual projects indicate the immense value that can be derived out of the 
heritage of this region, if it is planned and invested in on a larger-scale, and with longer term 
supports and big thinking in mind. Next I will outline the market that is available for this region. 

The current tourism situation in Roscommon 

The most up-to-date statistics relating to the tourism industry available to the author are for the 
years 2017 and 2018. 

 2017 2018 % change 

Overseas visitors (inc. N. Ireland) 10,338,000 10,947,000 +5.9 

Overseas revenue (inc. N. Ireland) €5.348bn €5.658bn +6 

    

Domestic visitors 9,626,000 10,919,000 +13.4 

Domestic revenue €1.879bn €2.006bn +7 

Total visitors 19,964,000 21,866,000 +15.9 

Total revenue €7.227bn €7.664bn +6 

Table 1 - Top-line tourism statistics for the Republic of Ireland in 2017 and 2018 (Data source: CSO/Fáilte Ireland/TSB 
NISRA/Central Bank of Ireland) 



Understandably, the overseas and domestic tourism market gravitates towards a range of holiday 
hotspots in the Republic of Ireland, and on the island more generally. Locations such as Dublin, the 
Ring of Kerry and Connemara have traditionally served as focal points of this trade. More recently, 
Fáilte Ireland have successfully targeted a series of tourism brands, which are designed to attract 
visitors to different parts of the island, as well as sending tourists to areas more in keeping with what 
they are visiting or travelling around Ireland for. These include the Wild Atlantic Way (launched 
2014), Ireland’s Ancient East (launched 2015) and Dublin: A Breath of Fresh Air (launched late 2016). 

The region of Co. Roscommon falls under the most recently-established Fáilte Ireland tourism brand, 
Ireland’s Hidden Heartlands [IHH] (launched 12th April 2018). This region, which stretches from 
Cavan in the north, to east Clare in the south, is defined by the River Shannon, and IHH replaced a 
previous incarnation, known as Ireland’s Lakelands. 

Historically, Co. Roscommon has never been a strong tourism destination, and this is borne out in 
the wider regional visitor numbers and revenue. The tourism statistics for the region collected in 
2014 and 2017 are seen in Table 2. 

  Ireland Roscommon % of overall 

Visitors  (Domestic & Overseas) 2014 16,167,000 150,000* 0.92 

 2017 19,964,000 184,000 0.92 

Revenue (Domestic & Overseas) 2014 €6,565bn €0.023bn* 0.35 

 2017 €7.227bn €0.045bn 0.62 

Table 2 – Tourism statistics for the past two years which are publicly available on Co. Roscommon. Co. Roscommon has 
been chosen here as a proxy for south Roscommon and East Galway (Uí Maine Country) due to the inclusion of county 
figures for Galway providing an imbalance. * indicates the combining of figures for Longford and Roscommon in 2014 (Data 
source: CSO/Fáilte Ireland/TSB NISRA/Central Bank of Ireland). 

As can be seen in Table 2, Roscommon tourism currently contributes less than 1% to both visitor 
numbers and revenue collected throughout the previous decade. However, given the development 
of the IHH tourism brand, as well as the extant and potential tourism resources available in the 
county, this area is perfectly placed to capitalise on future investment and developmental 
opportunities as part of Fáilte Ireland’s IHH tourism proposal. 

14.4 – Heritage-based tourism 

Based upon the qualitative data collected by Fáilte Ireland on what visitors and holidaymakers want 
from their time in Ireland, a persuasive picture emerges on the values and characteristics that 
appeals to the tourist to this island. 

The Fáilte Ireland Tourism Experience Port Survey 2018 asked overseas holidaymakers the level of 
importance or value placed by them on aspects of their expected holiday experience. 85% of those 
surveyed cited the importance of them experiencing ‘Interesting history and culture’ as part of their 
holiday. Another 2018 survey aimed at the overseas visitor recorded that 2.6 million tourists 
engaged in hiking or cross-country walking as part of their holiday (FáilteIreland Research, 
September 2019, pp. 9, 7). Both of these statistics portray the expectations of the overseas visitor to 
the Irish market, and this will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Considering the overseas tourist interested in exploring Ireland’s history and culture first, 85% of the 
total overseas visitor numbers for 2018 equates to 9.3 million visitors. If even an arbitrary figure of 



2% of the overall heritage interested overseas visitors was to be attracted to Co. Roscommon, it 
would have amounted to 186,099 tourists in 2018. Considering as 1.9 million overseas visitors 
travelled to the ‘West’ (Galway, Mayo, Roscommon) in the same year, the vast majority of which 
travel the major east-west communication routes in order to achieve this visit, then it is not an 
impossible figure to suggest. 

Statistics relating to the domestic tourism market are framed by the activities engaged in on their 
holiday. The following (Table 3) are the activities engaged in by the group that was polled in 2018 
(FáilteIreland Research, September 2019, p. 11): 

Activity Hiking/ 

Walking 

National 
Parks 

Houses/ 

Castles 

Heritage/ 

interpretive 
centres 

Monuments Museums/art 
galleries 

Engaged 26% 21% 21% 15% 12% 11% 

Share of 
overall 
domestic 
holidaymakers 

2,838,940 2,292,990 2,292,990 1,637,850 1,310,280 1,201,090 

Table 3 - Activities engaged in by domestic holidaymakers (2018) (Data source: Fáilte Ireland Domestic Omnibus 2018) 

These are not inconsequential figures, and indicate very strongly that there is a market for the 
development of heritage-based tourism resources as a means of driving social, economic and, 
ultimately employment benefit into rural communities, such as the communities of mid-
Roscommon. 

Such an approach would need to be broad-based, in order to engage in a substantial cohort of both 
the local host populations, as well as the prospective visitor. 

Examples of similar projects to what is being envisioned 

What is envisioned by this author for the region would be something similar to the UK-designed 
landscape partnerships which have successfully operated in a variety of environments throughout 
that jurisdiction. One example of these landscape partnerships in action is the Heather and Hillforts 
project, which operated in the Welsh uplands. This project sought to create awareness of the 
combination of well-preserved archaeology and natural beauty of the Clwydian Range and Dee 
Valley, in order to attract visitors to this location in a sustainable manner. A range of actions were 
undertaken in order to create a meaningful and immersive experience for the visitor, 
complementary to improving the economic livelihoods for the communities of this area. It involved 
direct tourism outputs, development of visitor facilities, as well as the creation of opportunities to 
market for traditionally-farmed artisan produce from this area, branded and identifiable with this 
particular rural region. 

The nuances of the mid-Roscommon area, with its cross-section of natural beauty, slower pace of 
live, traditional lifeways, uniquely preserved cultural heritage, and communities who have a track 
record of creating innovations in order to benefit the wider collective, mean that with the correct 
investment and mentoring, a similar project, with similar outputs, could be enormously beneficial to 
the mid-Roscommon region. 

The approach 



Some capital actions that would form part of this project are as follows:  

- Create the public presence for the full project area, a dynamic brand identity, and generate 
awareness and interest. 

- Lobby for new greenway cycling and walking routes for this region, particularly in areas such 
as the soon to be downgraded N5 road. This approach would turn a potential negative for 
the rural villages of Tulsk, Bellanagare, Frenchpark, Castleplunket, Fourmilehouse and the 
towns of Strokestown and Elphin into an opportunity. 

- Explore and develop safe access and interpretation to as many of the attractions outlined 
above, while ensuring a strong emphasis on innovative and cutting edge interpretive 
approaches. 

- Establish a series of local hubs for information and interpretation of the area, engage in a 
feasibility study to explore the need/benefit of creating a central hub for the project area. 

- Inaugurate a broader community-based archaeological field-school for the mid-Roscommon 
cultural area, to build on the successes of the Ballintober Castle field-school, and create a 
centre of archaeological research excellence in the process. 

- Develop a genealogical resource centre for the mid-Roscommon area, which can be used to 
attract those seeking more information on their ancestors in the region. Couple this with 
one or more events that become part of a calendar of events linked to the heritage of the 
region. 

- Schemes should be in place to assist the community in actions relating to the further 
interaction with their heritage, such as training community tour guides. 

- Link in with the Farming Rathcroghan EIP, in order to explore tertiary options that could be 
availed of by this innovative project, to ensure its longevity and maximise its reach. 

Developing these approaches, and integrating them into the existing endeavours of the area, has the 
potential to create massive positive impacts in rural mid-Roscommon, and provide reasons for the 
next generation to see this unique region, with its bountiful cultural heritage, as an ideal place in 
which to live and set up home. 
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